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SUITE FOR ABU SADIYA
In 2014 Brooklyn based French-Tunisian saxophonist Yacine Boulares met
French cellist Vincent Segal on the recording of Placido Domingo's
intimate album Encanto del Mar and they decided to work together on a
new trio project.They chose to work with American drummer Nasheet
Waits, on re-appropriating the forgotten Stambeli repertoire. Stambeli is a
healing trance music created by the descendants of Sub-Saharan slaves
brought toTunisia.

Boulares and Segal's original compositions form a series of variations on
the legend of the hunter Abu Sadiya. In his wandering search for his
enslaved daughter,Abu Sadiya danced and sang his sorrow in the streets of
Tunis thus becoming the first musician of Stambeli and personifying the
memory of Sub-Saharan slaves in Tunisia.

Suite forAbu Sadiya was created with the support of the FrenchAmerican
Jazz Exchange in collaboration with the French label Accords Croises and
is slated for release in January 2017.



Booking Europe: Guillaume Roche guillaume@accords-croises.com

Booking world: yacineboulares@gmail.com

Distribution world: said@accords-croises.com



After graduating with a BA in Philosophy French-Tunisian saxophonist and composerYacine Boulares decides to take a year
off to respond to the urge to play music. He takes his first music lessons and after studying under AndreVilleger for 3 years
he wins the International Esprit Jazz Competition in Paris and is endorsed by legendary brand Selmer saxophones. A year
later he enters the Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique de Paris where his horizons broaden under the influence
of peers and mentors such as Riccardo Del Fra and Francois Theberge. He soon understands the necessity to go to the
roots of Jazz and in 2009 he is granted a Fulbright Scholarship to study at the New School for Jazz and Contemporary
music on a merit scholarship.

In NewYork, where he resides since 2009. the dream of meeting and playing with his idols becomes true andYacine gets to
learn from Chris Cheek, Donny Mc Caslin, ReggieWorkman and with countless musicians who inspire him daily. But New
York also exposes him to a myriad of different musics. Soon he is part of ex Fela Kuti's drummer Jojo Kuo's Afrobeat
Collective, of late Cameroonian singer Martino Atangana's African Blue Note, of Haitian Kompa legendsTabou Combo. In
their musics, he finds a deep echo to his North African roots and the Bikutsi rhythms from Cameroon become reminiscent
of the Stambeli trance rhythms and folk songs heard inTunisia.

These influences urge him to find his own identity and his explorations of Cameroonian dance rhythms lead to the creation
of AJOYO, a mystic brew of African tradition, jazz and soul.Yacine signs the music and lyrics of a repertoire that celebrates
life, love and justice.The album is released in 2015 on Ropeadope Records and played on radios throughout the world from
NewYorks'WNYC to French RFI, London's Jazz FM,National radio in Brazil, South Africa, Nigeria and Japan.

In the meantime,Yacine continues to play as a sideman in the jazz repertoire with the likes of Sheila Jordan,Theo Bleckman
and Becca Stevens and for various projects such as Japanese singer/songwriter Senri Oe (3 albums for Sony Japan).

In 2014 he is part of an intimate band picked by producer and arranger Robert Sadin to accompany Opera legend Placido
Domingo on his remarkable record Encanto Del Mar.Yacine is featured both as a soloist and arranger of the Andalucian
standard Lamma Badaand gets the chance to work closely with Ira Coleman, Mark Feldman, Rhani Khridja, Chico Pinheiro
and Bridget Kibbey.

This is also where he meets cellistVincent Segal and gets the idea to explore the forgottenTunisian Stambeli repertoire with
Vincent on cello and drummer NasheetWaits. In 2015 this project is granted the prestigious French American Jazz
Exchange grant.The trio album is slated for release early 2017 on the French label Accords Croises.

Concurrently to his activities as a performer and a composer,Yacine teaches song-writing at the French Heritage Language
Program. In 2014 he is commissioned to compose a Musical telling the story of underserved French speaking African and
Haitian communities in the USA.The showAmidou &Toya was premiered in NY in May 2014.

Yacine is a proud D'Addario woodwinds and Lebayle Mouthpieces artist.

All About Jazz (James Nadal) "his music exudes sophistication, yet responds to a primordial pulse”

World Music Central "one of the most interesting new musicians in the New York Afrorooted world music scene"

La Bande Passante - Radio France International "A Tunisian man in New York, one of the most talented jazz musicians of his
generation”
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VINCENT SEGAL
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Vincent Ségal, is a French cellist and bassist born in 1967 in the French city of Reims.

He is a conservatory musician from the National Music Academy of Lyon who also studied at Banff Centre for the Arts in
Canada.He is mainly known for the variety of his collaborations and out of the ordinary projects. He has worked with the likes
of Steve Nieve, Elvis Costello, Cesaria Evora, Blackalicious, Carlinhos Brown, the French reggae band Tryo, Franck Monnet, the
experimental project Mujeres Encinta, Georges Moustaki or with Alexandre Desplat in the O.S.T. of Lust, Caution and other of
his films.

In 1986 he met Cyril Atef and together formed the band Bumcello a downtempo electronica duo that obtain ample success in
France as well asVictoires de la Musique award as Electronic artist of the year 2006.He has also collaborated on every Matthieu
Chedid (-M-) album. In 2009 he collaborated with Sting's in his album If on aWinter's Night... for which they tour together. In
October of the same year he recorded, in the studio of Salif Keïta in Mali, the collaboration album Chamber Music with Ballaké
Sissoko. The collaboration has had a great success, Sissoko and Ségal have been touring together for the past couple of years.



NasheetWaits , drummer/music educator, is a NewYork native. His interest in playing the drums was encouraged by his
father, legendary percussionist, FrederickWaits. Over the course of his career, FreddieWaits played with such legendary
artists as Ella Fitzgerald, Sonny Rollins, Max Roach, McCoyTyner, and countless others.

Nasheet’s college education began at Morehouse in Atlanta, GA, where he majored in Psychology and History. Deciding
that music would be his main focus, he continued his college studies in NewYork at Long Island University, where he
graduated with honors, receiving his Bachelor of Arts in Music.While attending Long Island University,Waits studied
privately with renowned percussionist, Michael Carvin. Carvin’s tutelage provided a vast foundation upon whichWaits
added influences from his father, as well as mentor Max Roach. It was Max that first gave Nasheet’s formidable talent
international spotlight, hiring him as a member of the famed percussion ensemble M’BOOM. One highlight of Nasheet’s
tenure with M’BOOM was the live concert performance of M’BOOM with special guests TonyWilliams and Ginger Baker.

Nasheet’s talent came to the attention of reedmanAntonio Hart, who askedWaits to originate the percussion chair of his
first quintet.Waits remained a standing member of Antonio’s various ensembles, recording three albums and touring
nationally and internationally in noted venues, jazz festivals, as well as live television and radio performances. Nasheet
remained a member of Antonio’s group through 1998.

Most recently Nasheet has been a member of Andrew Hill’s various bands, Jason Moran’s Bandwagon, and Fred Hersch’s
trio.

As an originating member of pianist Jason Moran’s Bandwagon, Jason, bassistTarus Mateen, and Nasheet have been deemed,
“the most exciting rhythm section in jazz” by JazzTimes,The 2001 recording “Black Stars” with the Band wagon, featuring
Sam Rivers was named the “Best CD of 2001” in (Jazz Times, Jan 2002) and “The New York Times”. In addition he is
receiving accolades as the drummer for Nasheet’s recording and performing discography is a veritable who’s who in Jazz,
boasting stints with jazz notables such as GeriAllen,Mario Bauza,Hamiett Bluiett, Jane Bunnett,Abraham Burton, Jaki Byard,
Ron Carter, Marc Cary, Steve Coleman, Stanley Cowell, Orrin Evans, Stefon Harris,Andrew Hill, Bill Lee, Joe Lovano, Jackie
McLean, Mingus Orchestra, The New Jersey Symphony Orchestra, Greg Osby, Joshua Redman,Vanessa Rubin, Antoine
Roney,Wallace Roney, Shirley Scott, Jacky Terrason, and Mark Turner.Waits has recorded and toured extensively in Africa,
Europe, Japan, Canada, South America and the United States.

Amidst his performing, recording and touring activity, Nasheet teaches private lessons to youth and adults, stressing a
personal approach to the drums and music. He has been heralded for his musicality and creativity by such virtuosos as Ed
Thigpen,Max Roach,Andrew Hill, and Stanley Cowell .True to his personal philosophy of the necessity to balanceTradition
and Modernism,Waits collaborates and performs regularly with musical cohorts, contemporaries, and masters. Nasheet is
dedicated to exploring his role and creative path in music.
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